The definition of the concept of "learning object" is still subject to considerable debate and controversy, causing some degree of confusion and ambiguity in research about the topic. Proposed definitions differ in terms of broadness of scope, focus on reusability and requirements imposed on metadata, among other characteristics. Nonetheless, if we approach the definition from the narrower perspective of engineering software systems that deal with learning objects, they can be characterized by the scenarios they are capable of engaging in or by the services for which they provide support. This connects the concept of metadata quality with a situation-specific definition of learning objects. Consequently, a resource may be considered -from the automation perspective -as a valid learning object in a given scenario, while in others it should be discarded due to the lack of certain characteristics or metadata elements. Since automated processes and Web services can be unambiguously specified, this definition enables the specification of detailed conformance profiles with precise and specific requirements on learning objects. While this kind of normative definition does not eliminate the controversial issues about the best design practices or evaluation criteria for learning objects in a broad sense, it removes ambiguity in technical communication and provides detailed guidance for implementers, evaluators and users of learning technology systems.
definitions. For example, Polsani (2003) defines them "an independent and self-standing unit of learning content that is predisposed to reuse in multiple instructional contexts", and Wiley (2001) does the same as "any digital resource that can be reused to support learning". Some of the main basic elements of controversy in definitions have been the following:
1. Whether non-digital entities can be learning objects or not. 2. Whether learning objects must have an educational purpose or not.
3. Whether metadata is required for some resource to qualify as a learning object. In addition, a commonly agreed definition for learning object reusability is still lacking (Sicilia & García, 2003) , and the "ideal" granularity of a learning object is also an unsolved issue, despite existing discussions of the topic (Wiley, Gibbons and Recker, 2000) . The problem of the definition of learning objects complicates further due to the fact that existing learning technology standards and specifications -which are being subject of increasing adoption -have already adopted a tacit or explicit definition for learning objects, so that conceptual discussions are at the risk of not being consistent with actual practices.
But in spite of the lack of consensus about their definition, learning object-based technology is becoming quickly widespread, fostered to a great extent by the standardization related organizations that deal with learning object metadata and associated issues. This produces somewhat a dissonance between more speculative or theoretical discussion and the requirement of precision that is inherent to any engineering discipline. Thus, even though the discussions regarding the concept of learning object are in our view interesting, and they may eventually lead to improvements in technology, it is also necessary to get rid of the ambiguity that the diverse conceptions of the term produce in technical literature and actual practice. This will clearly separate broader discussions about conceptual or design issues from operational definitions oriented to technology implementation and deployment. Such motivation has leaded us to develop a pragmatic learning object definition that we have called scenario-oriented. The scenario-oriented characterization for learning objects takes a concrete perspective on the topic: that of the implementers, designers or users of software that deals with learning objects to attain certain learning or learning-management objectives. Then, a learning object is considered as a piece inside a human-machine system, which is selected, used and possibly modified as part of some usage scenarios. The term "scenario" here is used to mean a discrete sequence of steps inside a learning management system or other kind of learning-related system, as it can be a learning object repository. From this perspective, what is considered a (valid) learning object for a scenario may not qualify as it in another one, i.e. a contractual approach is followed -in the sense given by Sicilia and Sánchez (2003) -, in which the system agrees to carry out some scenario only if learning objects with some characteristics are available.
The scenario-based approach makes a concrete commitment to answer the questions stated above:
(1) Learning objects are digital entities, since the LMS-centric approach requires that everything is identified as a digital resource. This is not problematic to include people or other non-digital elements, since digital surrogates for them can be used, e.g. a vcard for people of Web resources informing about the physical location of resources.
(2) Learning objects are considered as the sum of some Web resource (of arbitrary complexity) and one or several metadata records -a profile following the notion of Downes (2004) -, which are used by the system to handle them. Then, it is not necessary for each learning object to have an explicit educational purpose. The educational value is situation-based, i.e. it depends on the usage it is given for a particular scenario. (3) As stated above, at least a minimal metadata record is required for each learning object, depending on the scenarios it is intended to play a role. In addition, as will be explained later, more and better metadata extend the opportunities for use and reuse of the learning object in more and more complex scenarios.
This kind of definition for learning objects avoids the discussion about granularity, since a concrete granularity may be required for some scenarios, but not necessarily for any imaginable one. It also raises a new aspect for reusability, related to the capability of reusing the object in each concrete scenario type. This reusability, of course, is of a technical nature, and thus it does not always determine the "educational reusability", which is mostly connected to pedagogical design.
Scenario-based characterizations of learning objects are flexible enough to accommodate existing approaches in learning technology specifications, and they further clarify the requirements each of them impose on what is considered as learning object. In addition, the scenario-based view provides a framework for assessment of learning objects and learning object repositories, complementing existing approaches to quality (Vargo et al., 2003) , that are more oriented to pedagogical content, with a software development and software interoperability perspective. This paper provides the initial account for such novel view of the concept of learning objects, pointing out to the main benefits of the approach and its usefulness to layering and partitioning views on learning objects based on the functionalities in which they can potentially engage in.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the overall view of the need for a scenario-based characterization of learning objects, inspired by Greenberg's definition (2003) . Then, a first scenario-based definition for learning objects is provided in Section 3, along with an analysis of some of its implications for assessment and diversified usages of learning-oriented artefacts. Finally, conclusions and further directions for inquiry are sketched in Section 4.
Metadata as service-oriented information
Metadata is very often defined simply as "data about data". While this definition is not false, it fails to capture at least two important aspects of metadata that have been clearly stated in the definition provided by Greenberg (2003) "metadata is structured data about an object that supports functions associated with the designated object". Structure in metadata entails that information is organized systematically, and this is an aspect that is far from being controversial, especially due to the fact that metadata for many domains is nowadays subject to standardization. The term metadata schema is often used to refer to one of such specific organizations. Nonetheless, the fact that metadata is created to support some specific function is sometimes overlooked or vaguely acknowledged. Even though some functions are tacit in metadata, e.g. a "subject" metadata element is obviously intended for the function of discovery, or "cost" is intended for a purchase activity, metadata creators are often not concerned with the concrete details of the requirements of the functions that will make use of the metadata records they generate. In consequence, the functions considered in metadata creation are often vague or excessively "generic". For example, several kinds of selection with varying degrees of "intelligence" of learning objects can be implemented, depending on the detail and representation connected with the Classifications metadata element in LOM . The consideration or generic functions in metadata becomes a significant problem in the development of any metadata-intensive system, since such systems (except probably the simpler ones) place a concrete requirement on which metadata elements are obligatory and which specific qualifiers and semantics are required for them. A significant example is that of Semantic Web applications (Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila, 2001) which require that Web pages are linked to formal ontologies expressed in logical languages (Baader et al., 2003) to enable some degree of "intelligence". The orientation to enabling functions through metadata leads us to explore how such functions could be characterized.
If we take the perspective of learning management system (LMS) developers, metadata can be seen as the required infrastructure for the implementation of specific functionalities. This view is function-oriented, rather than description-oriented, i.e. it focuses on clearly specifying which metadata elements (and their associated constraints and semantics) are required for which kinds of functionality. In addition, functionorientation provides a ground to link organizational processes to metadata as a valuecreation asset (Lytras, Pouloudi & Poulymenakou, 2002) . This raises the need for a more clear assessment of what a function is in terms of metadata. The more general sense of function in this context is that of "the action for which a thing is specially fitted or used" The acquisition of a learning object. The publishing of a learning object.
Workflow
The scheduling of independent jobs.
The process of edition of a new course in its diverse editorial phases.
Service execution
The execution of a facility offering a public demand.
The invocation of a service on the Web asking for learning objects about a particular topic. Activity (specific sense) An educational procedure designed to stimulate learning by firsthand experience A discussion on a classroom topic. The assessment of a course via questionnaire administration.
The concepts of process, workflow, service execution and other are used interchangeably many times and they are related to each other. But all the kinds of functions described share the common aspect of being temporal executions of steps involving different actors (being these humans or software entities). Since the specification of functions with regards to required metadata has the aim of being detailed and unambiguous, it is better to adhere to a simple definition that cover the situations that are common to any kind of function description. The concept of scenario, defined as "a sequence of events of a possible course of action, involving a software system's support or automation" can be used for that purpose. Note that scenarios may be fairly diverse, since some of them involve interaction with the learners or tutors, but others are typically system-to-system interactions. Some of them are internal to an organization, but others may require the intervention of systems or people belonging to different organizations. In what follows, we will differentiate between scenarios and scenario types, being the former the actual courses of action that take place and the latter the stereotyped definition of a class of scenarios that is common in some context.
Once the scenario concept is understood, the next step is that or connecting requirements on learning objects to scenarios, as described below.
A layered and multiple view of learning objects
In this section, a scenario-oriented characterization of the concept of learning object is provided. Then, the concepts of reusability and reuse are revisited, and finally, the implications of the scenario-oriented approach are sketched.
A scenario-oriented definition for learning objects
From the perspective of systems engineering, a learning object for a given learningrelated scenario type S is a Web resource that is provided with certain meta-data elements M S and certain technical requirements T S that enable or properly support its selection and usage for any instance of S. This entails that if a given learning object L is prepared for scenario type S, it becomes a candidate for reuse in any instance of S.
The definition encompasses two different aspects: technical requirements and metadata requirements. Technical requirements for learning objects can be of a diverse kind, but all of them are easily specifiable with existing technology. Common requirements are those related to the platform in which the clients of a given LMS operate, and those regarding the packaging of the contents whenever import processes are required. Other technical requirements like "content-presentation separation" are very difficult to define, since they are mostly a matter of content design and they are difficult to assess by automated means. In any case, these requirements are tightly integrated with the Web resource, becoming of a very different nature to metadata requirements, since metadata records are (or better, should be) physically separated form the resource itself. SCO interfacing code in the SCORM specification is a typical example of technical requirement. Such requirement entails the provision of small script code fragments with concrete imperative calls, thus becoming tightly integrated with the Web resource. If such technical requirements are not satisfied, the learning object is simply not eligible for the kind of scenario at hand. The Technical metadata category in LOM provides a way to specify this kind of technical requirements, and others could be expressed with a similar schema, e.g. requirements for universal access as described in the IMS "Access for all" specification.
Metadata requirements specify the metadata elements that are required for the particular learning object to be used in the scenario type at hand. For example, cost should be required in purchasing scenarios, and elements in the Educational category should be required in selection scenarios. Of course that many different selection scenario types could be devised, with different requirements on metadata. For example, scenario S1 could make use of relationships between learning objects while S2 not. Requirements on metadata are not limited to "presence/absence" of some descriptive metadata. Metadata idioms, i.e. special requirements on the form of a concrete metadata element, could also be imposed as requirements. For example, if selection scenario S3 aims at exploiting Semantic Web technology, it could require that the Classifications of the learning object are expressed in terms of public, shared domain ontologies, so that the scenario type "promises" to use the "isA" relationships (or others) inside the ontology to improve the ongoing selection process.
With regards to metadata requirements, it is important to stress the main characteristics of this definition:
1. Web resources become learning objects by virtue of their potential usage in learning-related processes or activities (called here generically "scenarios"). This places the burden of defining learning objects in the task of clearly identifying and specifying the scenario types that would be subject of automation. Relevant work in this direction is described in (Sicilia et al., 2004b) , where the concept of semantic conformance profile is used to name fundamental scenario types in learning technology. 2. Learning objects are Web resources of any kind of structure or complexity, irrespective of their granularity. Even though only relatively "small" and selfcontained learning objects will be subject to some processes like composition, for other situations, larger resources can be considered learning objects. 3. The provision of the required meta-data elements M is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the learning object to be used in a given instance of situation type S. Notions of quality or appropriateness should act as a second filter. This is due to the fact that scenario-based definitions are machine-oriented, so that they do not remove the need for reviews of quality as, for example, the ones used in the MERLOT learning object repository. 4. Scenario types are discrete, specific parts of functionalities, processes, services or activities that can be at least partially automated or supported by learning technology. In consequence, those situations are independent of any concrete learning object, so that learning objects become parameters or interchangeable pieces in scenarios.
The definition raises the need for more effort on scenario type specification, both in terms of the expressiveness or effectiveness of the specification languages or techniques, and also in terms of the amount and granularity of the specifications created. Much work coming from the area of business-to-business integration can be reused in the area of system-to-system scenarios, and existing standardization organizations provide a fairly diverse range of specifications, but more effort is required in assessing if such specifications actually help implementers and designers of learning management systems.
It should be noted that the definition provided here focus on learning technology development, and other definitions are still useful to state broad requirements for "highquality" learning objects. Particularly, assessment approaches (Vargo et al., 2003) , metrics and other indicators could be developed on top of scenario type requirements, thus becoming scenario type definitions a pre-filter for assessment.
Reusability and reuse in scenario-based approaches
The scenario-oriented definition of learning objects prescribes some necessary conditions for learning objects relative to specific scenarios. Nonetheless, the assessment of the quality of learning objects for each of them requires further elaboration. In any case, new scenario-oriented definitions for diverse quality attributes are required to complement existing metrics and evaluation instruments that are of a general-purpose nature.
The focus on scenarios raises also a new concept of overall (technical) quality that can be characterized as the aggregated quality of the learning object for each of the collection of available scenarios. Here "available" can be understood in a broad sense as the set of all the published and accessible scenario definitions, or it can be narrowed to the scope of scenario definitions that are relevant for a particular organization or interest group. While the former is contingent of the state of the standardization process and it is subject to controversy about its relationship with the actual quality of the learning object, the latter is an opportunity to provide higher-level notions of quality of interest for certain application profiles. In both cases, it should not be expected that scenario-oriented quality assessments are completely consistent with the outcome of broader evaluation methods, since they are constrained by the technological capabilities of the set of specified profiles, which are also subject to improvement. Nonetheless, scenario-oriented quality is realistic in the sense that links quality with feasibility of usage by current technology.
The notion of reuse in the scenario-based approach is tightly connected with the concept of scenario type. Reuse occurs whenever a given learning object is used by a scenario instance for which it was not originally designed. This usage beyond initial intention is the key of economic improvements in the industry of learning contents. Scenario type specifications play a significant role in such improvements, since they are the reference for learning object designers or cataloguers in their effort to provide learning objects with metadata that fulfils as much potential usages as possible or feasible.
Reusability is the quality property of a learning object associated with its potential for reuse (Sicilia and García, 2003) . Scenario-definitions here provide a way to measure an "upper bound" of reusability for a learning object, which equates to the amount of scenario types for which the learning object is equipped with the appropriate metadata.
Scenario types provide a technically-oriented account of possibilities for reuse. Being compliant with scenario requirements adds value to learning objects since it increases the possibilities of the object for being used in learning management systems (LMS) that implement certain scenario types. Hence competition in the sector of content (learning object) providers could become a matter of achieving compliance with more and more elaborated scenario types, fostering the adoption and refinement of scenarios. In this situation, both LMS vendors and content providers would have a reference in public and standardized scenarios for interoperability. In fact, this view on scenario types is a natural and seamless extension of current learning object-related specifications to cover a broader area of processes that occur in learning systems, beyond the learner-content interaction that is currently the focus of most efforts in the area.
Multiple views and layers for learning objects
An important consequence of our proposed definition for learning objects is that it enables multiple views and multiple layers for learning objects, of a varying complexity. Figure 1 provides a possible layering of some example scenario conformance profiles. Figure 1 depicts the relationships of four scenario types with basic conformance specifications. Identification conformance is essential to any learning object, since it provides the basic identity to the object, thus acting as a prerequisite for any other conformance requirement. The scenario of "auditable updates" requires that the learning object records the history of all of its changes, enabling traceability. Composition scenarios in its most basic form take some learning objects and compose them according to their contents. The Figure shows a possible arrangement in which the contents are simply represented by keywords. Composition requires at least that the structure of the learning objects is known, and also any relationship to other learning object, since dependencies should be taken into account, as described in . The scenario type of external selection entails that some learning objects are obtained or acquired from external sources, and the selection is driven by the topic or objective of the learning objects being sought. This scenario requires conformance with another, simpler scenario, acquisition, which in turn requires that the learning objects conform to providing some basic data about property and rights. In addition, the driver of the selection is in this case required in terms of ontology concepts. It should be noted that the keyword-based and the ontology-based conformance of the description of the contents are two views of the same target function of metadata, providing two different levels of expressiveness in description.
The generic examples provided in Figure 1 are actually an oversimplification of the actual diversity and complexity of scenarios and conformance requirements that arise in learning management. Nonetheless, they serve to illustrate several important points of the scenario-oriented approach to metadata:
1. Scenario type descriptions have relationships between them. Concretely, layers embody a "necessary but not sufficient" condition. 2. The modularization of conformance requirements eases the definition of scenario types, since they enable the reuse of specification pieces. For example, identification can be reused by virtually any scenario definition. 3. Several views for the same function can be provided, giving rise to different higher-level scenarios or conformance specifications. 4. Scenarios can be of a varying complexity, which allows for conformance at different levels of granularity. This could eventually act as a differentiator for vendors of learning technology, which should decide which conformance profiles to comply with.
Much work is still required to come up with a comprehensive specification of learning management scenarios. Nonetheless, the simple concept of scenario type parameterized with requirements on learning objects provides a foundation for sensible definitions of learning objects from the technical viewpoint, which would eventually foster automation and software support for learning organizations. The formal definition of scenario types is an open question, since approaches may range from using logical, formal languages to XML-based representations. Examples of such kind of definitions are provided elsewhere (Sicilia, Pagés, García and Sánchez, 2004), but ontology-based approaches to process descriptions like PSL 2 could provide more expressive power and richer semantics.
Conclusions
A scenario-oriented definition for learning objects has been discussed, which focuses on concrete interactions of Web resources with specific kinds of learning technology. The definition discussed in this paper can be extended, refined or even fixed in the future, but it provides a foundation for clarifying technical work and communication of any kind, and provides a way to layer conformance requirements for functionalities of an increasing complexity.
This scenario-based characterization provides the immediate benefit of clarifying the understanding of what a learning object is in concrete learning technology implementations, and it also provides a way to measure indicators of reusability.
The scenario-based approach raises the need for more emphasis on scenario descriptions, which would eventually serve as a standard for interoperability and compliance, broadening the scope of current technical specifications.
